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SIAP coordinates and 
regulates the national efforts 

at a central level to meet at a central level to meet 
international standars.
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communication
products for
each type of 
audience: it

transforms data 
into knowledge.
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SIAP

Generates, compiles, 
processes, verifies, 

analyses, interprets, 
dissemines…
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Methods of integration

350 crops (800 types and 
variety).

11 livestock species.

Methods of integration

Satellite information

SIAP owns an antenna for
satellite imagery reception. 

Through this antenna SIAP 
gets and processes satellite 

information: 
orthorectificación and 

mosaic.
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Geospatial applications

• Agriculture planning.
• Disaster prevention.

• Risk analysis and assessment.y
• Territorial regulation.

• Cadastral projects.
• Civil protection.

• Network drawing.
• Historic studies.
• Market studies.
… among others.

Derived statistics

For instance, data coming from 
agriculture and livestock agriculture and livestock 

monthly monitoring are related 
through   algorithms with data 

coming from admistrative 
regisrters  susch as imports and 
exports and surveys (technical 
and productive coefficients) to 

generate supply-demand 
balance sheets.

Improving Actions for information system

138 administrative 
units were certified 
according to 
international international 
standars for data 
collecting.

Disemmination

Last phase of the process
consists in adding value to

i f ti  t ki i tinformation, taking into
account users interest: 

children, university students, 
housekeeping persons, 
producers, government

offcials, designing
customized publications. 

Agri-food and Fisheries Outlook Forum Strategic products for G20

Forecasting

Acts on each variable through 15 predictive statistical methods:

• five moving averages.
th  ti l thi  t h i• three exponential smoothing techniques.

• five types of regression.
• most recent value.
• free (for users).
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Strategic products for G20

Coverage and avalaible variables

In the case of  wheat, maize, rice and 
soybean, Mexico has statistics on a 
monthly basis of:

• production.

1980-2011 time series for
the first 4 variables.

production.
• sown / planted area.
• harvested area.
• damaged area.
• trade.
• stocks for selected crops (calculated 

using supply-demand parameter at 
national level).

• annual average rural prices payed to 
producers.

• wholesale prices (rice and maize).

• Financial support

Using instruments which take care about climate, biological, sanitary and
financial problems, SAGARPA supports farmers, ranchers, fishermen and
aquaculture producers and others sector’s agents whom are exposed to
different types of risk. These are the schemas:

Risk management

• Climate affectations

• Food safety

Problems in the inventories 

conformation 

There is no public information system in Mexico that integrates information
held by individuals on inventories. Agents that have inventory records
reserve these for their own needs, so the information can not be compiled in a
harmonized system that works for statistical purposes.

In addition, due to market competition reasons, private sector agents do not
make this information public; therefore, it is inaccessible for public
organizations.

www.siap.gob.mx


